We consider grounding open domain dialogues with images. Existing work assumes that both an image and a textual context are available, but image-grounded dialogues by nature are more difficult to obtain than textual dialogues. Thus, we propose learning a response generation model with both imagegrounded dialogues and textual dialogues by assuming that there is a latent variable in a textual dialogue that represents the image, and trying to recover the latent image through text-toimage generation techniques. The likelihood of the two types of dialogues is then formulated by a response generator and an image reconstructor that are learned within a conditional variational auto-encoding framework. Empirical studies are conducted in both imagegrounded conversation and text-based conversation. In the first scenario, image-grounded dialogues, especially under a low-resource setting, can be effectively augmented by textual dialogues with latent images; while in the second scenario, latent images can enrich the content of responses and at the same time keep them relevant to contexts. * Corresponding Author She needs to adjust the helmet. I want to try this, can you teach me?
Introduction
Open domain dialogue generation, due to the successful application in socialbots such as Microsoft XiaoIce (Shum et al., 2018) and in virtual assistants such as Amazon Alexa (Ram et al., 2018) , is emerging as a prominent research direction in conversational AI. Benefiting from the advances of neural sequence modeling (Sutskever et al., 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017) , existing work has achieved promising results on response quality , but often makes use of only textual contexts in response generation. Human conversations, on the other hand, could be grounded by more than one kind of perception. In addition to what they read (e.g., text), people also respond according to what they hear (e.g., voice or music) and what they see (e.g., images or videos). Hence, there is a clear trend in the research of open domain dialogues that text-based single-modal conversation is moving to perceptually-grounded multimodal conversation (Mostafazadeh et al., 2017; Chu et al., 2018; Le et al., 2019; Hori et al., 2019) .
We consider grounding open domain dialogues with images. Existing work (Shuster et al., 2018; Huber et al., 2018) formalizes the problem as response generation (or selection) with both a given image and several turns of conversation history as contexts, and focuses on benchmarking a combination of state-of-the-art neural structures in image modeling and dialogue modeling with either crowd-sourced data (Shuster et al., 2018) or selected data from social media (Huber et al., 2018) . Figure 1 shows an example of image-grounded dialogues used in the existing work (Shuster et al., 2018) . While these work provides test beds for future studies, the scale of the data (e.g., a few hundred thousand triples) could impede further progress, due to the expensive and exhausting nature of human effort, and the fact that one has to give up a large proportion of conversations in social media as they are naturally formed without images (e.g., more than 70% conversations in Twitter as indicated in (Morris et al., 2016) ). Motivated by this, we propose leveraging both multi-modal data (i.e., image-context-response triples) and large scale of single-modal data (i.e., textual dialogues) for image-grounded response generation. The key idea is that we assume that there is a latent image behind a textual conversation, and try to recover the visual background from the text. Advantages of our approach are two-fold: (1) for image-grounded conversation where an image is given first, textual dialogues with latent visual variables can augment the multi-modal data, and help alleviate the data sparsity issue; and (2) for text-based conversation where only textual dialogues are available, the latent variables can provide visual signals for response generation, and help suppress "safe responses" .
Our model consists of a response generator and an image reconstructor. The former synthesizes a response with both an image representation and a textual context representation as conditions, and is shared when both the image is explicitly available and a latent variable; while the latter infers the latent image for a textual context. Challenges then include how to define the two models and how to effectively learn them from both multi-modal and single-modal data. Encouraged by the recent progress on text-to-image synthesis, we define the image reconstructor within an attentional generative adversarial network framework (Xu et al., 2018; Qiao et al., 2019) where GAN-based image generation starts from a text representation and a random noise, and grows from a small scale to a large scale by letting sub-regions in each scale attending to words of the text. The response generator is defined within an encoder-decoder framework where attentive modules in the decoder involve both attention to the textual context and attention to sub-regions of the image. Considering that an inferred image could contain noise, and words in an open domain response may not relate to the image all the time, we design a gate in response decoding to control the contribution from the visual signals in prediction of each word. The two models are jointly learned from both multi-modal data and single-modal data within a conditional variational auto-encoding (CVAE) framework, where through pre-training the image reconstructor on the multimodal data and fixing it in learning, we can circumvent the intractable KL term in the evidence lower bound and approximate the bound with the random noise in the image generation in a way similar to the reparameterization trick (Kingma and Welling, 2013) . By this means, the learning approach not only unifies dialogue generation and image generation, but also extends the commonly used CVAE from plain and uninterpretable variables to structured and visually-explainable variables.
We test the proposed approach in both imagegrounded conversation and text-based conversation. For the first scenario, we exploit the image-chat data published in (Shuster et al., 2018) , and check if the model learned using both multi-modal and single-modal data can improve upon the state-ofthe-art model learned solely from the multi-modal data, especially when the multi-modal data is small in scale. For the second scenario, we leverage the Reddit Conversation Corpus published by Dziri et al. (2018) , and examine if latent images can provide useful signals for response generation. Evaluation results indicate that the proposed model can significantly outperform state-of-the-art models in terms of response quality in Scenario I and response informativeness in Scenario II.
Our contributions are three-fold: (1) proposal of image-grounded dialogue generation with both multi-modal and single-modal data; (2) unifying text-to-image generation and image-grounded dialogue generation within a conditional variational auto-encoding framework; and (3) empirical verification of the effectiveness of the proposed approach in both image-grounded conversation and text-based conversation.
Related Work
End-to-end open domain dialogue generation is inspired by machine translation when the vanilla sequence-to-sequence with attention architecture is applied to the task (Shang et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015) with promising results. Now, the model has been widely extended to handle the "safe response" problem ; to model conversation contexts (Serban et al., 2016 (Serban et al., , 2017 ; and to incorporate various types of knowledge for personalized (Zhang et al., 2018b) , emotional (Zhou et al., 2018a) , document-grounded (Zhou et al., 2018b) , and multi-modal (Shuster et al., 2018) conversation. This work falls in the research of multi-modal open domain conversation in which a response is generated according to both a textual context and an image. The difference we make is that through recovering the hidden image behind a textual dialogue, we leverage both multi-modal data and single-modal data to handle the data sparsity problem in image-grounded response generation, which is never touched by the existing studies.
Our work belongs to the interdisciplinary research of vision and language among various tasks such as image captioning , visual question answering (Antol et al., 2015) , visual dialog (Das et al., 2017) , etc. Different from visual dialog which is a task of image-grounded multi-turn question-answering, the task in question is how to reply to both an image context and a textual context with proper responses in open chat. Our approach is built upon the advances of textto-image generation techniques which are dominated by generative adversarial networks (Reed et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018; Qiao et al., 2019) . Rather than synthesizing an image from a caption, we consider recovering the image from a dialogue, which is encouraged by the promising results in the recent study on improving text-to-image generation by enriching caption with dialogs (Sharma et al., 2018) .
Approach
We formalize the setting upon which we study the problem of image-grounded response generation, and then we elaborate the proposed models and the learning approach.
Problem Formalization
Suppose that we have an image-grounded dialogue set
. . , u i,l ) with u i,j the j-th utterance, and a response Y i . Besides, we further assume that there is a textual dialogue set
, where C i and Y i refer to a context and a response respectively, and N > n. The goal is to learn two probability distributions P (Y |I, C) and P (Y |C) with both D I and D T , and thus given a new pair (I, C) in image-grounded conversation and a new context C in text-based conversation, one can generate responses according to P (Y |I, C) and P (Y |C) respectively. ∀C ∈ D T , we assume that there is a latent variable z that represents the image grounding C. Then, P (Y |C) is factorized as P (Y |z, C) · P (z|C). Here, by encoding an explicit image I and a latent image z in the same way, we can define P (Y |I, C) and P (Y |z, C) with one model. Thus, in the later part, we use P (Y |z, C) and P (Y |I, C) interchangeable.
Learning Objective
We learn P (Y |z, C) and P (z|C) by maximizing the log-likelihood of D I and D T which is given by
While J I can be directly optimized through stochastic gradient descent, the problem is J T , since P (Y |C) = P (Y |z, C)P (z|C)dz is often intractable. Thus, we employ the conditional variational auto-encoding (CVAE) framework (Sohn et al., 2015) , and obtain the evidence lower bound (ELBO) of J T as:
In Equation (2), KL[·||·] refers to Kullback-Leibler divergence, and Q(z|C, Y ) is the posterior distribution of image generation. In CVAE,
is often approximated by sampling with Q(z|C, Y ) reparameterized using a deterministic function g(C, Y, ) to reduce variance (Kingma and Welling, 2013) . Formally,
where N (0, I) denotes a normal distribution.
Since the latent variable z represents an image, g(C, Y, ) can be understood as reconstructing an image from (C, Y ) (with a random noise ). Without loss of generality, we define g(T , ) as an image reconstructor based on text T . When
Image Reconstructor
The image reconstructor g(T , ) generates an image from text T and a Gaussian random noise , and thus can be naturally modeled with generative adversarial networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014) that represent the state-of-the-art technique in textto-image (T2I) generation. Inspired by the recent progress on T2I generation, we define g(T , ) within the attentional generative adversarial network framework (Xu et al., 2018; Qiao et al., 2019) . Figure 2 : Architecture of our model.
The left part of Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of g(T , ). As a premise,
by a bidirectional recurrent neural network with gated recurrent units (Bi-GRUs) (Cho et al., 2014) , where h w i ∈ R d 1 is the hidden representation of the i-th token w i , and L is the length of T . Then, h w L is converted into a conditioning vector h ca by the conditioning augmentation algorithm (Zhang et al., 2017) as input of image generation.
We then construct a stacked attentional generative network that allows multi-stage refinement in image generation. The network consists of m attentional visual refiners {F 0 , · · · , F m−1 } and m corresponding image generators {G 0 , · · · , G m−1 } that generate an image for T from a small scale to a large scale. The generation process can be formulated as
is an attention module that encourages the subregion feature to focus on certain words during generation. Specifically, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1},
where U i ∈ R d 2 ×d 1 is a parameter that maps H T to the semantic space of f i−1 . F 0 consists of a fully connected layer and three upsampling layers, and ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m − 1}, F i consists of two residual blocks followed by an upsampling layer. ∀i ∈ {0, · · · , m − 1}, generator G i is composed of a 3 × 3 convolutional layer with tanh activation. The image reconstructor is pre-trained with D I by concatenating textual context C and response Y as T . The objective of learning is given by
where L G i is the adversarial loss of G i which is defined as
LG
In Equation (6), D i is the discriminator corresponding to the generator G i . The first term is the realism adversarial loss by which G i tries to fool D i with a generated image, and the second term is the textimage semantic consistency adversarial loss which determines if the generated image is consistent with the text condition. D i is alternatively trained with G i under an objective given by
where I i a real image re-scaled to adapt to D i . Note that we do not include the DAMSM loss (Xu et al., 2018) and the STREAM loss (Qiao et al., 2019) in the objective, since we find that they increase the cost of learning but do not make much difference in response generation. After pre-training, instead of fine-tuning g(T , ) by optimizing L T , we fix the parameters of the model, that is, the parameters of Q(z|C, Y ) and P (z|C) are also fixed. Thus KL[Q(z|C, Y )||P (z|C)] becomes a constant and the learning objective now could be rewritten as
Fixing g(T , ) may make the ELBO of J T even loose, but it can let us circumvent the intractable KL term when g(T , ) is defined by a complicated non-linear function. In experiments, we find that a well pre-trained g(T , ) can already infer reasonable images for contexts, and thus aids response generation in both image-grounded conversation and text-based conversation. It is interesting to note that since g(T , ) is learned with GAN, the learning approach defined by Equation (8) in general falls in a (conditional) adversarial auto-encoding framework (Makhzani et al., 2015) .
Response Generator
The right part of Figure 2 shows the architecture of the response generator P (Y |I, C) (P (Y |z, C)). 
where e y t−1 ∈ R d 4 is the embedding of the word generated at step t − 1, and h t−1 ∈ R d 1 refers to the hidden state at step t − 1 with h 0 = h w L . Then, when predicting the t-th word of the response, the decoder calculates the probability P (y t |y 1:t−1 , C, I) by
where W 2 ∈ R V ×2d 1 and b ∈ R V are parameters, V is the size of the response vocabulary, and C t ∈ R d 1 is a multi-modal context vector defined as Ct = CC,t + g · CI,t, g = σ(W3[ht; CC,t; CI,t]).
In Equation (11), C C,t ∈ R d 1 and C I,t ∈ R d 1 are obtained via attention over H C and H I respectively, g ∈ (0, 1) is a gate that dynamically controls the contribution of C I,t in response generation, σ(·) is the sigmoid function, and W 3 ∈ R 1×3d 1 is a parameter. Here, the usage of gate g is motivated by the consideration that (1) open domain dialogues are not always related to the image (e.g., the second turn in Figure 1 ); (2) even though the semantics of a response is grounded on the image (e.g., the first turn in Figure 1 ), a large proportion of the response can still be irrelevant to the visual content (e.g., "she needs to adjust"), and (3) an inferred image z could be noisy. In these cases, a small g can block noisy signals given by C I,t . The C C,t is defined by
where H C,i is the i-th column of matrix H C , and s t,i = h t H C,i . C I,t is defined in a similar way with {H C,i } replaced by {H I,i }. Let Y = (y 1 , · · · , y o ), then the probability P (Y |I, C) can be formulated as 
Experiments
We test our model on two tasks: image-grounded conversation and text-based conversation. The first task requires a model to generate a response based on a textual context and a given image; while in the second task, a response is synthesized only based on the textual context.
Experimental Setup
Datasets. For image-grounded conversation, we choose Image-Chat data published in (Shuster et al., 2018) . The dataset is made up of high quality image-grounded open domain dialogues collected from crowd-workers. Each dialogue consists of three turns at most based on a given image and two personalities. Since we focus on image-grounded conversation, the personality information in the data is discarded. For the scenario of text-based conversation, we use the Reddit Conversation Corpus 1 published by Dziri et al. (2018) which contains more than 15M dialogues and each dialogue has at least 3 utterances. We keep 30, 000 most frequent words in the two data as a vocabulary for the text encoder and the response decoder. Other words are replaced by unk . To reduce noise in the Reddit data, we remove dialogues in which more than 50% words in the response are unk s, and dialogues with a response shorter than 4 words. After pre-processing, we randomly sample 1M/20K/20K dialogues as the training/validation/test set of the Reddit data, and make sure that there is no overlap among the three sets. Statistics of the two datasets are shown in Table 1 . Evaluation Metrics. We compare different models with both automatic metrics and human judgement. In automatic evaluation, we report perplexity (PPL) of ground-truth responses in test and measure quality of generated responses on both relevance and informativeness. In terms of relevance, besides BLEU-1 (Papineni et al., 2002) and Rouge-L (Lin, 2004) , we follow (Serban et al., 2017) and employ Embedding Average (Average), Embedding Extrema (Emtrema), and Embedding Greedy (Greedy) as metrics. All the metrics are computed by scripts of a public NLG evaluation project available at https://github.com/Maluuba/nlgeval. In terms of informativeness, we follow and use Distinct-1 (Dist-1) and Distinct-2 (Dist-2) as metrics which are calculated as the ratios of distinct unigrams and bigrams in responses. In human evaluation, for each task, we randomly sample 500 examples from the test set and recruit 3 well-educated native speakers as annotators to label the responses generated by each model. The annotators are required to judge the quality of each response from 3 aspects including F luency, Relevance and Richness, and assign a score from {0, 1, 2} on each aspect which means bad, fair and good, respectively. In imagegrounded conversation, Relevance is judged in terms of both context and image. Each response receives 3 scores on each aspect, and average scores over annotators and responses are used as measures. Agreement among the annotators is measured by Fleiss' kappa (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973 
Baselines
The following models are selected as baselines in image-grounded conversation: (1) T&I: a multimodal emotional response generation model proposed in (Huber et al., 2018) , which conducts response generation based on textual features, image features, and emotional features. In our implementation, we just take account of the textural features and the image features; (2) ImgRG: an ablation of the proposed model where only the response generator is learned with image-grounded dialogues by optimizing J I in Equation (1); and (3) T&I (w/T) and ImgRG (w/T): variants of baseline (1) and (2) which are trained with the Image-Chat data and the Reddit data through patching a dummy image for each textual dialogue 2 .
Baselines for text-based conversation include (1) Seq2Seq: sequence to sequence with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) ; (2) HRED: the hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder model proposed in (Serban et al., 2016) ; (3) VHRED: an extension of HRED that introduces latent variables into generation (Serban et al., 2017) 3 ; and (4) ReCoSa: a hierarchical transformer-based model that exhibits state-of-the-art performance on benchmarks of textbased conversation (Zhang et al., 2019) 4 . Note that to make the comparison fair, we train the baselines with both the Reddit training set and the text data in the Image-Chat training set. We denote our model as ImgVAE, in which the image reconstructor is pre-trained with the Image-Chat training set, and the response generator is then trained with both the Image-Chat training set and the Twitter training set. Note that in Image-Chat, all models perform response generation with the ground-truth images in the test data.
Implementation Details
In both tasks, d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , and d 4 are set as 512, 48, 768, and 300 respectively. The image reconstructor has 2 attentional visual refiners (i.e. m = 2), and the number of image sub-regions N 0 and N 1 are set as 64 × 64 and 128 × 128 respectively. The dimension of and the dimension of the augmented conditioning vector are set as 100. We learn all models using Adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2015) and the learning rates for image reconstructor and response generator are set as 2 × 10 −4 and 1 × 10 −3 respectively. We terminate training when perplexity on the validation sets does not drop in 3 consecutive epochs. To stable adversarial training of the image reconstructor and avoid text representations being biased to image reconstruction, we pre-train the text encoder with seq2seq on the Reddit and textual part of Image-Chat training data, and fix the parameters in the learning of our model. image-relevance, and richness, which is consistent with the automatic evaluation results. In text-based conversation, ImgVAE significantly improves upon richness. which further demonstrates the effect of latent images. All kappa values exceed or close to 0.6, indicating substantial agreement among the annotators. For reference, we show two cases in supplementary material.
Evaluation Results

Discussions
In addition to the comparison with baselines, we are also curious about Q1: what is the performance of ImgVAE when image-grounded dialogues for training become more and more scarce? Q2: what content in responses is enriched by the latent images in text-based conversation? and Q3: what is the effect of the gate in the response generator in text-based dialogue generation?
Answer to Q1: Figure 3 illustrates the performance of ImgVAE and the baselines in terms of PPL and Rouge-L when the training size of Image-Chat is gradually halved. Note that in training, the size of Reddit data is kept unchanged. We can see that when the multi-modal training resource becomes more and more scarce, all baseline models suffer from dramatic performance drop. Particularly, since T&I and ImgRG count on the imagechat data, their performance drops faster than the others. This is because the baseline models, although some of them have been augmented with the textual dialogues in a trivial way, tend to overfit Answer to Q2: we define two new metrics in text-based conversation:
where D t T refers to the test set of the Reddit data, (c, r) is a context-response pair, r g is a response generated accroding to c, τ (x) returns a set of topical words in sentence x, | · | measures the size of a set, and l(x) returns the length of x. We refer nouns and verbs as topical words, and recognize the POS tag of a word in a sentence with NLTK POS Tagger 5 . topic measures the average proportion of topical words in generated responses, while novel-topic further excludes topical words appearing in contexts. Table 4 gives the results on the two metrics. We can see that the latent images significantly enhance the ratio of topical words and the ratio of extra topical words in responses. Seq2Seq has a high topic score but the lowest novel-topic score, because it tends to copy words from contexts in response synthesis. topic and novel-topic for human responses in the test set are 0.398 and 0.321 respectively. This means that even though ImgVAE can enhance appearance of informative content, it is still not so good as humans at bringing 5 Tags in question include: NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ.
in new content and thus extending conversation, which could be a future direction for informative response generation. Answer to Q3: first of all, the quantitative evaluation in Table 2 indicates that removing the gate from the response generator (i.e., ImgVAE (w/o gate)) in general will cause performance drop on both tasks. Secondly, we find that when semantics of a textual context becomes complicated (e.g., with more nouns and verbs, and thus the topics become diverse in open chat), it is usually too challenging to recover a quality image from the context. Then, the gate shrinks, making the effect of the latent image (e.g., C I,t in Equation (11)) fade in generation. Figure 4a illustrates the distribution of average gate values of responses where the xaxis represents bins of test dialogues according to the number of topical words the contexts contain 6 . Numbers below indicate how many test dialogues fall in the corresponding bins. We observe clear drop when the number of topical words in contexts increases. Another explanation is that a context with rich content can already provide enough information for response generation, and thus the latent image becomes marginal. Finally, Figure 4b compares gates for topical words and gates for stop words 7 on test contexts with no more than 5 topical words. We find that stop words are less grounded by the latent images than topical words, even though the latent images are relatively useful on these examples. Figure 4 : Analysis on the effect of the gate. 6 Only 0.02% of the full 15M Reddit data do not contain a topical word. In the randomly sampled test data, the only 4 contexts without topical words are excluded from the analysis. 7 We obtain stop words (totally 179) by NLTK toolkit available at https://github.com/nltk/nltk. We consider multi-modal response generation with both image-grounded dialogues and textual dialogues by recovering the latent image behind a textual dialogue with an image reconstructor. The reconstructor is jointly learned with a response generator within a conditional variational auto-encoding framework. Evaluation results indicate the efficacy of the proposed approach in both image-grounded conversation and text-based conversation.
